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Abstract 
This paper introduces a mathematical memory model appropriate for object-based and 
object-oriented programming languages with both ground and defined classes. The model is 
then used to explore a number of programming constructs related to class specification and 
inheritance. 
1. Introduction 
This paper reports in some recent theoretical and practical results on programming 
constructs that came about as part of the continuing project to design, implement, and 
extend the programming language LD’ (= language for data directed design) intro- 
duced at the first AMAST conference [lo]. 
The main idea promoted in this paper is that the proper context for talking about 
many aspects of object-oriented and object-based programming is imperative rather 
than functional. 
In the discussion of objects in Smalltalk- at the beginning of [3] Goldberg and 
Robson write 
An object consists of some private memory and a set of operations .. . 
A message is a request for an object to carry out one of its operations .. . 
The set of messages to which an object can respond is called its 
inter-ace with the rest of the system. The only way to interact with an object is 
through its interface .. . 
The quoted remarks have a distinctly imperative (state oriented rather than func- 
tional) flavor. In addition to requiring objects to have memory they suggest hat 
objects have an identity, that is, that sending a message to an object may change the 
contents of the object but it does not change the object itself. They also suggest hat 
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objects are encapsulated, that is, roughly speaking, that you can only interact with 
them through a fixed interface and so the details of how the memory is structured and 
how the operations are implemented cannot be exploited. This encapsulation prop- 
erty is not essentially imperative. Indeed, as is well-known, encapsulation can be 
captured in a purely functional framework such as that provided by the algebraic 
specification of data types, [1,2], where the push operation on the data type 
StackofInteger is defined as a function that takes a stack and an integer and yields 
a new stack. Note though that such a treatment of stacks does not provide the kind of 
“identity” spoken of above. The lack of such “identity” is not that serious - algebraic 
specifications are still an active field of endeavor - but it is enough to raise a suspicison 
that something may be lacking. A closer look at actual languages reveals some more 
serious problems. 
Examination of the languages Smalltalk [3], Eiffel [6] and C + + [9] shows that in 
these languages the “private memory” of an object frequently consists of a set of 
instance variables or attributes whose values are (references to) objects. Experimenta- 
tion shows that while the reference stored in the memory of a given object can only be 
altered through the object’s interface, it can be possible to send messages to the 
referenced objects without going through the given object’s interface. 
For example, in Smalltalk we can define a class LinkedListOfStrings with a method 
insert for “inserting a string in the list”. If now we have global variables A and B of 
respective classes LinkedListOfBtrings and String, the sequence of messages B:= ‘fish’, 
A insert:B will, as desired, insert the object (designated by) B into A. This, in effect, 
inserts the string ‘f&h’ into A, however a subsequent message sent to B can modify the 
value of the inserted object in the list A. E.g., the message B at: 1 put: $d will modify 
the value of the inserted object to be the string ‘dish’. There is nothing really 
mysterious about this, it is a straightforward case of aliasing. However, it is not 
something that can be captured in a simple functional view of objects akin to that 
of traditional algebraic specifications. Furthermore, it also indicates that we must be 
very careful about what we mean if we say “The only way to interact with an object 
is through its interface.” The aim of this paper is to introduce an approach to 
objects and classes that captures this imperative aspect in a mathematically precise 
manner. 
We also pursue, on the side so to speak, another aspect of object-based languages. 
Viewing the memory of an object as a tuple of instance variables is essentially 
equivalent to viewing it as an element of a product. It is not difficult to propose 
possible objects whose form does not fit this paradigm. An important class of such 
examples are those where the value of an object is naturally viewed as coming from 
a sum of products rather than from a single product. A simple example would be 
a Bina,xyTree where a BinsuyTree is either an empty tree or a nonempty tree and 
nonempty trees have instance variables label, leftTree and rightTree. While this kind 
of structure can be simulated in Smalltalk, see [4], the simulation is awkward. We 
employ a framework here in which such structures are easily and cleanly definable. 
While these structures are reminiscent of those of ML [8], the fact that we are 
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employing them in an imperative framework rather than in the functional framework 
used in ML makes a significant difference - see Section 4. 
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 provides some mathematical prelimina- 
ries. Section 3 defines the notion of class-basis-essentially an incomplete specification 
of a set of classes with defined and ground (primitive) types that does not include 
a specification of the methods. The section presents three equivalent models of states 
for a class-bases: a categorical model, an algebraic model, and, finally, graphical 
model which provides a precise version of the familiar “pointer diagrams”. Section 
4 uses the first model of states to provide a mathematical description of the kind of 
state transformations desired as the semantics of methods and then uses the third 
model to provide examples of methods with such semantics. In Section 5, we show 
how the imperative framework provides a straightforward approach to simple inherit- 
ance, that is, literal inheritance of operations via coercion. We extend the notion of 
simple inheritance via the message paradigm to a notion of inheritance with respect o 
an isomorphism and illustrate it with a number of examples. Finally, we summarize 
the paper and make some concluding remarks in Section 6. 
2. Preliminaries 
In writing this paper we have assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic 
concepts of category theory [S, 111. However, in this section we will review some of 
our notation and some of the possibly less familiar constructs. 
Products and coproducts play a major role in our development. To fix our notation 
we give the definitions: 
Given two objects, A and B in a category C, a product for A and B is an object, 
denoted A x B and called the product object for A and B, together with morphisms 
P*,~: A x B+A and qA,B : A x B-B, called the projections, such that for any object 
X and morphisms f : X +A and g : X -+ B in C there exists a unique morphism, 
(Jg):X+Ax B such that pA,B* (f,g)=f and qA,B* (f,g)=g. We call (f,g) the 
(product) mediator or mediating morphism for f and g. Given hi : Ai-*Bi i = 1,2, we write 
hl x h2 as an abbreviation for the morphism (h, l pAI,A2, h2* qalVa2):(A1 x AZ)+ 
(BI x B,). 
Given two objects, A and B in a category C, a coproduct for A and B is an object, 
denoted A+ B and called the coproduct object for A and B, together with morphisms 
iA,B:A+A+Bandj,,B : B+A + B, called the injections, such that for any object X and 
morphisms f : A-X and g: B+X in C there exists a unique morphism, 
[f,g]:A+B+X such that [f,g]* iA,B=f and [f;g]*jA,B=g. We call [f,g] the 
(coproduct) mediator or mediating morphism for f and g. Given hi: Ai -P Bi, i = 1,2, we 
write h, + hl, we write h, + h2 as an abbreviation for the morphism [i& ,B+* hl, 
jB,.B~~M:(Al+Az)+(B~+&). 
A category C is said to be distributive if it has designated products and coproducts 
where the “product distributes over the coproduct” in the sense that for any objects 
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X, Y, and Z and C, the mediating morphism 
is an isomorphism. The category Set, of sets and total functions, is an example of 
a distributive category, another example is given below. 
Let o denote the set of natural numbers, w = (0, 1, . . . >. For LEO let [n] denote the 
set [n]={l,..., n}, so [0]=8. 
For any set K, a string of length n over I< is a mapping s: [n]+K. Let Str, denote 
the category of strings ouer K with, as objects, all strings over K, and, as morphisms, 
c( : u+u, all triples (u, Cc, u) such that Cc l u = u. Let K * denote the set of all strings ouer 
K. Given UEK* let 1~1 denote its length, so, u:[lul]+K. For any, u,o~K* let u’u 
denote their concatenation. 
Let (K*)* denote the set of strings-of-strings over K, i.e., all mappings U: [n]+K* 
for all UEW. We will frequently write (uI)(u2) a.. (u,) for the strings u : [n] -+ K* where 
u(i)=uieK*, for ie[n]. We often write ( ) for the mapping [l]+K* taking 1 to 
1: [0] +K (the empty string on K). 
Define SStr, , the category of strings-of-strings over K, to have, as objects, all 
u@K*)*, and, as morphisms a:u+u for u:[n]+K* and u:[p] +K*, all triples 
<U,(%,~I,..., a,), u) where M,-, is a mapping CQ, : [n] -[p], and for i= 1, . . . , n, 
cli: W,,(i)+Ui in Str,. 
Proposition 2.1. The category SStr, has products and coproducts. 
Zf u=(ul) (uz)...(u.) and w=(w1)(w2)...(wP) then their product object is 
uxw=(u1’wI)(u1~w*)...(u1~wP)(u2~w1)’.’(u;wP), 
their coproduct object is 
u+u=(U1)...(U,)(W1)‘.‘(Wp), 
the initial object is the unique mapping 0: [O]+K* and the terminal object is 
l=():[l]+K*, as above. 
Proposition 2.2. The category SStr, is the free distributive category generated by K. So, 
in particular, viewing K as a discrete category, any jiinctor F : K-&et extends uniquely 
to a functor F: SStr,+Set preserving products and coproducts. Furthermore, the 
construction “ *” is functorial in that if F, G : K-&et and IJ is a natural transformation, 
PI :F +G, then ?I extends to a natural transformation fi : F^ +6. 
Proof. For UE(K*)* then F: K-Set extends to a functor F^ where 
if u=(k) for some kGK, then k(u)=F(k), 
if u=(kI a.. k,) then i(u)=F(kI) x ... x F(k,), 
if u=(ul)-.-(up), where uiEK*, then k(u)=F((ul))+...+F((uP)). 
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Since the only morphism in K are the identity morphisms, the morphism part of k is 
trivial. 
Now given F, G : K-&et and a natural transformation q : F + G (i.e., a K-indexed 
set of mappings q=(~:F(k)+G(k))) we extend q to a natural transforma- 
tion q:F+G in the obvious inductive manner, i.e., given u@K*)*, define fiv as 
follows: 
if u=(k, ... k,) then ijo=qkl x . . . x Q,. 
if v=(u~)~--(u~), where UiEK*, then Q8=Q(V1)+.+.+fitUp). 0 
3. Class-bases: states for object-based languages 
3.1. Class-bases, dejinition and examples 
We begin by defining he notion of a class-basis. Informally, the class-basis pecifies 
the names of the classes of primitive and defined objects, the form of the defined 
objects (i.e., how they are represented), and the actual values and operations for the 
primitive objects. To get a complete class specification, one adds specifications for the 
methods (operations) for the various classes. 
Definition 3.1. A class-basis is specified by the following data: 
G, a set called the set of names for ground classes. 
D, a set called the set of names for de$ned classes. Let K =def G + D. 
z : D-+(K*)*, called the form function. 
Y, a G-sorted algebra, called the algebra of ground operations with some signa- 
ture r. We assume that the carriers Q,, are pair-wise disjoint. 
Example 3.2. Let 
G = { INTeger, Boolean} 
D = {DOT, COLoP, COiOPEdDOT, VOId} 
z:D-+(K*)* 
DOTI+(INT.INT) 
COLl+(INT) 
CDT H (DOT. COL) 
VOIH( ) 
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$9 is the G-sorted algebra with signature f where 
r,.oo = { true,fulse} 
~mvT= (0) 
rINT.INT= {su, pr} 
&.NT3NT,INT={+r *, -Y/> 
hNT,BOO=&) 
where the carriers and operations have “the usual interpretation”. That is, we will take 
QBoo = {true, false}, but $9 mT can be either E, the set of all integers, or it can be the “set 
of integers” of some particular programming language. 
Informally speaking we might think of the value (x, y) of a DOT as its x,y- 
coordinates, the value c of COLor as being a color where say we identify the subset 
(1 , . . . ,6} of the integers with the set of colors {red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple}, 
a ColoredDoT is interpreted as a DOT which has an additional COLor attribute. Finally, 
the class VOId is introduced for convenience. 
Example 3.3. Let 
G = {Integer, BOOlean} 
D = { PreStack, STAck} 
z:D+(K*)* 
Psm~( ) (PSTK’INT) 
STAK H(PSTK) 
B is the G-stored algebra with signature F given in the previous example. 
The class PreSTacK will be used to define the class STACK - the reason for it is 
discussed in Section 4. 
Example 3.4. While in the above example we have z(PSTK) =( ) (PSTK~INT) 
as an example of a form function exploiting the sum-of-products paradigm, 
it is not a particularly telling example. Here are some possibly more interesting 
ones: 
z(TBEEl)=(INT)(TBEEl . TBEEl), binary trees with integers at the leaves. 
z(TBEE2)=(INT)(TBEE2~ INT)(TREEB.TBEEZ,. INT), trees with an integer label 
at each node and with at most two edges issuing from each node. 
z(ASEQ) = (BOOL) (BOOL INT)(BOOL INT ASEQ), alternating sequences of BOOL 
and INT that begin with a BOOL. 
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3.2. Models of states for class-bases 
We present three equivalent models of states for class-bases. The first is based 
on categorical consltructs, the second is based on algebraic constructs, and the 
third is based on graph-theoretic constructs. The first model provides a suitable 
setting for formal semantics, the second model is useful in the design of class 
systems, while the third model, which is essentially a precise version of 
“pointer diagrams”, provides a convenient starting point for more user-friendly 
semantics. 
3.2.1. A categorical model of stress 
Definition 3.5. Given a class-basis V = (G, D, 1, S), a g-state, p for %? consists of 
I,: K-Get, where each Z,,(k) is finite set (think of Z,(k) as the set of instances of 
class k in state p). 
V, : KcSet, (think of V,(k) as the set of possible values for instances of objects of 
class k in state p). 
~1: I,+ V,,, a natural transformation (think of pk : Z,(k)+ V,,(k) giving the actual 
value of each instance of class k in state p). Of course the natural transformation 
~1 can be defined as just a K-indexed family of maps, p = ( pk : Z,(k)+ V,(k) 1 k EK ), 
but viewing it as a natural transformation puts it in the framework required for 
Proposition 2.2. 
with this data subject to the restriction that VP: K-Get be such that gHB, and 
d~O^~(l(d)), where 6,: SStr,-+Set is the extension, given by Proposition 2.2, of the 
functor 0,: K+Set such that O,(k)=Z,(k)+l for all keK. Think of O,,(k) as the set of 
objects of class k in state CL, that is, as the instances of class k plus a nil-object Nilk of 
class k. 
Given two states ~1 and $ we define a morphism q : p+p’ to be a pair of injective 
natural transformations, (a : Zp+Z,,, /?: V,+V,,,) such that $* a=/?*p, where for 
each deD, bd=cq(d), and, for each gEG, be= lb.. Here a injective means ak is injective 
for every kEK. 
Given a class-basis %? let ST, denote the category of %-states. 
In Smalltalk some of the ground classes are treated in the above manner 
(e.g., String) while in others, such as SmallInteger, they are not. The treatment of 
SmallInteger is designed to make the objects of this class immutable, that is, such 
that their values cannot be changed. We can model such an immutable ground 
class g by restricting our attention to states ,u in which Z,(g)=%,, and pL,=Z9,. Note 
that this precludes changing the value of such an object or creating a new object of 
class g. 
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3.2.2. An algebraic model of states 
Definition 3.6. Given a class-basis W = (G, D, I, S) we define a signature Qc with the 
following. 
For each kEK = G+ D, sorts Ok, Ik, and Vk, and, in addition, for each dED, a sort 
Pd,i, for each ie[ll(d)l], 
For each keK, operators 
nilk : l-d+, 
injk: Ik+ok. 
For each deD, iE[lz(d)l] and jE[lz(d)il] operators 
ld,i:pd,i’vd, 
Rd.&j. ‘Pd,i~Otd,i,j+ 
For each y~r,,,~ (recall that r is the signature of 8), if w=g, ...gP, then 
Y+%)V,I “‘V#,, VS. 
A W-algebra is defined to be an C&-algebra A where 
For each kEK, AI, is a finite set (intuitively, it is the set of object-instances of class 
k in the state A). 
For each ke K, Ao, = AI, + 1 (intuitively, it is the set of objects of class k in the state 
A). 
For each gEG, A,=%,. 
For each dED, 
AP~.&=~ (A,I,,,,Ij~CI1(d),II). 
For each dED, 
For each kEK, (&)A is any mapping from A,, to Av, (intuitively, (,u~)” gives the 
value, in state A, of each object-instance of class k). 
For YWWV p,... v,~.+ take YA=YW 
All the other operators are taken to the evident injections or projections. 
A W-homomorphism between %-algebras A and B is an &-homomorphism h such that 
for each gEG, h, is the identity, and for each kEK, h,, is injective. 
Thus, for the examples of a class-basis given above we see that each state can be 
viewed as an algebra with signature corresponding to spaghetti-and-meatball dia- 
grams shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Signature diagram for the class-basis of Example 3.2. 
Fig. 2. Signature diagram for Example 3.3. 
3.2.3. A graphical model for states 
Definition 3.7. Given a class-basis C= (G, D, I, 59) define a state-graph over C (a 
C-graph) to be a labeled graph with set of nodes 
N=U (SeIgEG)u u (O,IksK=G+D) 
and set of edges E E N x N where 
1. We assume, for convenience, that all the carriers Y, and sets Ok are pairwise 
disjoint. 
2. For each kEK, Ok is a finite set which at least contains a distinguished element, 
Nilk, with label (k,O). 
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3. If k =~EG and XEO~ where x # Nilk then x has label (g, 1) and there is exactly one 
edge (x, u) from x to some ~$9~. 
4. If k=&D and XEO~ where x#Nil, then there exists iE[It(d)(] such that x is 
labeled (d, i) and, for each jE[Ir(&l] there is exactly one edge (x, yj) with label 
j from x to some yiEN,(d)i.j. 
Given w-graphs G1 =(Ni, E,) and G2=(Nz, E,), a V-graph morphism h: G,+G, 
is given by a mapping hN : N1 + Nz such that 
1. hN(Nilk)=Nilk, for all kEK. 
2. hN I Q,= l,, for all gEG. 
3. hN 1 Ok is injective, for all kEK. 
4. hN preserves edges, i.e., if (x, y) is an edge in Gi (with label j) then the pair (hN(x), 
h,(y)) is an edge in Gz (with label j). 
5. hN preserves labels on nodes, i.e., if neOk with label (k, i) then h,(n) has the same 
label. 
Proposition 3.8. Let $9 = (G, D, 1, S) be a class-basis. Then the category of V-states, the 
category of W-algebras, and the category of W-graphs are isomorphic. 
Example 3.9. We will illustrate all three views of states using the same example. 
Speaking informally, we will have two objects of class STAK, the first corresponding to 
a stack containing the integers 3, 5 and 7 (read from top to bottom) and the second 
containing the integers 2 and 5. 
Categorical version: Here is categorical version employing a very concrete treat- 
ment of the required sets and coproducts. 
I,: {VOID,INT,STAK,PSTK,BOOL}+Set 
r,(VOID)=0 
ZP(INT)={il,i2,i3,i4,i5} 
Z,(STAK)={sl,s2} 
Z,(PSTK) = { ~1, ~2, ~3, ~4, ~5, ~6, ~7) 
I,(BOOL)=@ 
For each kEK we will take nilk= (k,O), thus we have 
0,: {VOID,INT,STAK,PSTK,BOOL}-&t 
o,(voID)={vo} 
O,(INT)={~~} uZ, (INT) 
O,(STAK)={sO} uI,(STAK) 
o,(PsTK)=(p0}uz,(Psm) 
O,(BOOL)={ bO)uZ, (INT) 
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V,: {VOID, INT, STAK, PSTK, BOOL} -d&t 
VW (VOID) = 1 
Vp(INT)=%i~t={... -l,O, 1 . ..} 
VP (STAK) = o,(PSTK) 
~,(PsTK)=1+o,(PsTK)xo,(INT)={*}uo,(PsTK)~o,(INT) 
&(BOOL) = $,oo = {true, false} 
~int:I~(INT)+~i,t={ . . . -l,O, 1 ***} 
ilf+3 
i3m7 
i4w2 
i5w5 
~,tk : 1, (ST=) + 0, @-“W 
slwpl 
pLps, : 1, PSm) + 1+ (0, @=~I x (0, QW) 
plt-QQ,il) 
P~-cP~, i2) 
p3dp4, i3) 
p4l+* 
p5Hp6, i4) 
P~H(P~, i5> 
p7t+* 
Algebraic version: For GR as an Example 3.3 let S be the O-algebra with data as 
in the above categorical version, i.e., for each k{VOID, INT, STAK, PSTK, BOOL}, 
take Slk= Z,(k), So,= O,(k), Sv,= V,(k) and with (p,&=pk. The remaining carriers 
and operations are then determined, up-to-isomorphism, since the sets are product 
or coproduct objects and the operations are the corresponding projections or 
injections. 
Graphical version: The graphical version of the state is shown in Fig. 3. In the graph 
we omit the nil-object and those elements of ?2int and gboo that do not play a direct role 
in the state (i.e., that do not appear on the stacks). 
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Fig. 3. State graph. 
4. STY -operations 
In this section we characterize the possible semantics of methods for a class-basis 
V by what we call ST,-operations. More generally, we capture the notion of a 
FUNCTion in the computer science sense. That is, an ST,-operation, F, of arity (u, u) 
is a possible semantics for FUNCTions with formal parameters specified by the string 
u and returning results specified by the string u where the execution of a FUNCTion 
can cause in a change of state in addition to the return of a result. The string u specifies 
the formal parameters in the sense that there are 1 u 1 formal parameters and the ith is of 
class ui. Similarly, the function returns Iv1 objects the ith being of class vi. 
In what follows let %3 = (G, D, I, S) be a given class-basis, and let K = G + D. 
Definition 4.1. For each UE(K *)* define U” : ST, -Get, p-+0,(11) and (c(,/?)I+~, to be 
the functor with the above-indicated object- and morphism-parts. 
Definition 4.2. For each VEK* we define a category 0: with, as objects, all pairs 
(p, e) where p is a state eE U”( p) = O,(v), and, as morphisms from (P, e) to (P’, e’), 
those morphisms n : p-p’ such that U”(q)(e) = e’ (so, if q = (m, /I> then cc,(e) = e’). 
For VEK*, let 17=17”:Os-STy, (p,e)~p and PHI. 
Definition 4.3. Given categories C and D a partial finctor F from C to D consists of 
partial maps I F( : Obj(C) + Obj(D) and F : Mor(C) + Mar(D) such that 
1. For f:A-+B in C, F(f) is defined iff both IFI and IFI are defined. 
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2. If t(f)=s(g) and F(f) and F(g) are defined then F(g*f) is defined and equal to 
F(g)*FU). 
Definition 4.4. Let F : O;+ 0: be a partial functor, then for each kEK define 
Fk:OG-tSet, to be such that if (p,e)~O: and F((p, e))=($,e’) then 
(p, e+O,, (k), and (a, /?)~+cQ. Observe that Fk = UCk) l 17” l F. 
Definition 4.5. By an ST,-operation of arity (u, w)E(K*)* x (K*)* we mean a partial 
functor F : O&O,W equipped with an injective natural transformation lFsk :ik+& for 
each keK, where Ik denotes the identity functor on 0:‘. 
The partially of F is, of course, meant to capture the intuitive idea that the execution 
of a “function” may not terminate. 
The functorality of Fcaptures a somewhat more subtle point. To begin with, think 
of a state p’ as being an extension of a state p if every object in p is an object of p’ 
and has the same value in both states. Then part of what is captured by requiring 
functorality is the intuitive idea that if a “function” is defined for a given state p 
and input e and p’ is an “extension” of p, then the function is also defined for CL’ 
and e and it returns essentially the same result, and makes essentially the same 
changes to the state, when applied to ($,e) as when applied to (p,e). This follows 
from the fact that the family of inclusions, qk : I,(k) - I,,,(k) defines a morphism from 
p to p’ in STV that, in turn, defines a morphism from ‘1: (CL, e) + ( p’, e) so that, by the 
functorality, F(q):F((p,e))+F((p’,e)). (Note that F(q) is given by a family of 
injections, but they need not be inclusions - thus the use of “essentially” in the above 
informal statement). The mathematics makes a more precise and stronger statement. 
It is this functorality that underlies the graphical definitions of operations employed in 
the next subsection. 
The requirement hat we have an injective natural transformation ~~*~:i~+Fk for 
each kEK is the formal version of the intuition that objects have an “identity”. That is, 
the requirement can be interpreted as saying that the execution of F “preserves 
objects”, i.e. that if F (( p, e)) = ( p’, e’) then, roughly speaking, Z,(k) E Z,,,(k) for every 
kEK. Thus we view an object oEI,,(k) as being identical with the object z”ek(o) in Z,.(k). 
It might appear that this requirement precludes “garbage collection”. However, 
a more accurate interpretation would be that an implementation with garbage 
collection must appear, from “the outside”, as if it had exactly the above property. 
That is, we must never have the garbage collector take away anything that might be 
needed later in the computation, and thus only inaccessible objects may be “thrown 
away”. 
Definition 4.6. Given ST,-operations (F, tF) : O.&O; and (G, I ‘) : O&0$, we 
define their composite, (G, 1’) l (F, I “) : 0 &-O,W to be (G l F, 1 GF) where, for each 
kEK, and (p, e)EObj(O;), rGF*k=~~&+) l I::~, . 
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Proposition 4.7. The ST,-operations form a category, Op,, with the above dejned 
composition and with the identity morphism, id, : O+Og 
(1k.r: o,(+O,(Wl Z=K, PEST,)). 
being (lo;, 
4.1. Class-systems 
A class-system consists of a class-basis, ‘X, together with a selection of ST,-opera- 
tions for each of the various classes. The operations are specified by methods, In this 
paper a method will consist of a somewhat informal description of a transformation of 
a W-graph for a class-basis V. See [lo] for a more precise, but somewhat different, 
version of methods. 
There are several ways in which the operations in 9 associated with the ground 
classes can be made into ST,-operations. 
1. If yEZUVe then define the corresponding ST,-operation ;i)= (F,, zI) : O(“)+O(g) to 
be such that applied to (~,a), where n=lul and ii=(aI, . . . ,a,,), where aieZ,(ai) for 
i=l , . . . , n, it adds a new object-instance of class g and assigns it value 
r’=r&(al) , . . . ,~(a.)). I.e., given a state p, the resulting state is p’ where 
Z,,(g) = Z,(g) + 1 and & = [ ,u, y’] : Z,,(g) + 1 +3g where we identify the element y’&?, 
with the evident mapping y’: l-+6,. The returned result is the new object, as given by 
the injection 1 +I,, (g) + 1. The natural transformation +, has as its g-component in the 
injection Z,(g)+Z,,(g)+ 1, and is the identity for all other keK. On the other hand, if 
any for any i= 1 , . . . , n, ai = Nilui then 7 (ii) = Nil, and the state is not changed. 
2. If we wish to overload method names and resolve that overloading by having the 
owner of a method be determined by the class of its first argument (as in the “message 
paradigm”) then a different approach must be taken. One possibility is to provide 
a one argument method 7 for each constant y in ~9~. The argument is of type g, and can 
be taken to be Nil, by default. However it is interesting, and possibly useful, to take 
7 to be such that r( (p, nil,)) creates a new object as above, but r( (,u, i)), for ieZ,(g), 
changes the value of ,a(i) to yB. This alternative is explored below. 
3. If we take the approach of viewing the elements of 9, as immutable objects then 
the operations from 9 carry over directly for object-instances. 
If we take the first or second approach we can define additional methods on ground 
classes which exploit the mutability of the values of objects. 
An example would be an operation on objects of class IXJT that causes an object to 
“add 1 to itself”. This corresponds to an operation SUCC:INT+INT such that the 
execution of succ(Z) changes an edge (I, n) (n&3 ,NT) to the edge (I, su(n)) (where su is 
the successor function as in Example 3.2) and returns the object I. Operations with 
more than one argument can be handled the same way, for example we can define an 
operation addtojrst : INT . INT + INT where the execution of addtojrst (I, I’) returns 
NilIN= if either Z = NilINT or I’ = NilINT but otherwise, if there are edges <Z,n) and 
(Z’,p) (with n,pEBINT) then the edge (I, n) is replaced by the edge (I, n+p). Note 
that the operation, as we have defined it, makes use of the information on the form of 
both arguments. This is permissible because the operations are typed and both have 
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the type of the class owing the operation. We can even go further away from the 
message paradigm and define an operation addtosecond :INT~INT+IIVI’ such that in 
the execution of addtosecond (I, I’) that (I’, p) (instead of, or in addition to, (I, n)) is 
replaced by (I’, n +p). At the end of the next section we give an example that suggests 
that such operations might be desirable. 
We turn now to examples of methods for defined classes. Encapsulation will be 
achieved here, as in [lo], by restricting use of the information concerning the 
form of objects of a class k (i.e., information concerning I(k)) to methods for 
operations that belong to the class k. We will type the parameters of the methods 
and further require that the first parameter of a method always be of the class which 
owns it. In the following example we indicate the class ownership of an operation 
a belonging to class k by writing a : k. u + k’ where UCK * and kEK - the semantics of 
such an operation will be an ST,-operation 0: “) + 02”. This apparent use of the 
“message paradigm” is not essential, but does provide a simple means for resolving 
overloading. 
Example 4.8. Here are some methods for the classes PSTK and STAK of Example 3.3. 
Fig. 4 shows the graphical version of each of the methods for PSTK. 
We will use %-graphs to describe four methods for PSTK and three methods for 
STAK. In what follows let P be an object of class PSTK (i.e., a node with label 
(PSTK,i), ie{O, 1,2}1, and let I be an object of class INT (i.e., a node with label (INT, i), 
iE{O, l}), and let S be an object of class STAR (i.e., a node with label (STAR, i), 
iE{O, l}). 
P ,ke:PSTK+PSTK: The execution of P,,,,&P) adds a new node to the graph, 
labels it (PSTK, l), and returns this new node. 
P push: PSTK* INT +PSTK: If P has lebel Nilpstk or Z has label NilIN= then the 
execution of P,,,(P, I) returns Nilpstk without changing the graph, but otherwise the 
execution of P,,(P, I) adds to the graph a new node with label (PSTK, 2), and two 
edges: one from the new node to P with label 1 and one from the new node to Z with 
label 2, and returns the new node. 
P,,:PSTK+PSTK: The execution of PpOJP) does not change the graph, but if 
P has label (PSTK, 2), and so has an edge (P, P’) with label 1, then it returns P’, 
otherwise it returns P. 
P,,: PSTK+INT: The execution of P,,,(P) does not change the graph, but if P has 
label (PSTK, 2), and so has an edge (P, I’) with label 2, then it returns I’, otherwise it 
returns NilIN=. 
Empty:STA.K+STAK: The execution of Empty(S) depends on whether or not 
S = NilsTAK. If S = NilsTAK then the execution adds to the graph a new node with label 
(STAK, l), executes the method Pnurke, and adds an edge labeled 1 from the new node 
to the object returned by the execution of Pnvrke. If S # NilsATAK then there must exist 
a unique object P of class PSTK such that there is an edge (S, P), the execution of 
Empty(S) first executes P,,,(P) getting a new PSTK P’ and then replaces edge (S, P) 
with (S, P’). 
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P l (PSTK, j) H p. (PSTK,~) p’ . (PSTK, 1) 
P * 
PwhW 
P . (PST&j) i . (II~T, 0) H p. (PsTK,~) i l (INT,~) O(PSTK, 0) 
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pa (PSTK, 0) i. (INT,~) H p 0 (PSTK, 0) i 0 (INT, 0) 
P l (PST6 j) 
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p. (PSTK, 0) H p 0 (PST& o) 
p. (PSTK, 1) H p 0 (PSTK, 1) a(PSTK, 0) 
H 
Fig. 4. Methods for PSTK (0 designates returned object). 
Push: STAK x INT+VOID: Note first that if S is an object of class STAK and 
S # NilsTAK then there must exist a unique object P of class PSTK such that there is an 
edge (S, P) with label 1. The execution of Push(S, I) replaces the edge (S, P) with an 
edge from S to the object returned by the execution of I&,,,(P,Z). The execution 
returns the value NilvoID. 
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Pop: STA.K+INT: Note first that if S is an object of class STAK then there must exist 
a unique object P of class PSTK such that there is an edge (S, P) with label 1. The 
execution of Pop(S) returns the result of executing P,,,(P) and replaces the edge (S, P) 
with an edge from S to the object returned by the execution of Ppo,(P). 
Inspection will show that all the above methods yield ST,-operations that respect 
encapsulation. There are several significant differences between the PSTK and STAK 
classes as regards how well they capture the intuitive notion of a “stack”. 
(a) The methods for PSTK, while they modify the state, have a strong functional 
flavor in that the desired result is the returned value. In particular, while the 
Pps,, operation modifies the state (the overall graph) the new object returned as “the 
stack” is not the same object of class PSTK as was given Ppush as an argument. 
(b) The methods for STAK might be said to be essentially procedural in that a key 
part of the executions Push(S) and Pop(S), for S # Nil STAK, are in the changes that they 
make to “the memory of” S. The effect is that the object S “is the stack” - if 
S # NilSTAK, then every operation maintains S as the stack. Contrast this with the class 
PSTK where each operation changes the object that “is the stack”. 
(c) The pop operation for STAK is the same as the intuitive pop operation - it 
removes the top element of the stack and returns it. While for PSTK the “pop” is 
unavoidably broken into two essentially functional operations P,,op and Ptop. This is 
similar to the treatment of “popping” in algebraic specifications or in functional 
languages. 
5. Inheritance 
The study of inheritance brings up many concerns such as reuse, overloading, late 
binding, coercion, message passing, overriding, and subtyping. Our concerns here are 
more limited. We look at one way that we can define a new classes from old ones so 
encapsulation is not compromised and the new classes inherit the methods of the old 
classes; we do not consider overriding. 
We first look at the case where the state is given by instance variables, i.e., we have 
a form function z : K-K*, and we then generalize to the sums of products case where 
1: K+(K*)*. 
For simple inheritance in the context where I : K-K*, it is tempting to take “k’ is 
a subclass of k” to require (among other things) that k’ “inherits all the instance 
variables” of k. While this is done in Smalltalk and [7], it is clear that it compromises 
encapsulation. See [4,9] for further discussion on this point. 
One alternative, and the approach taken here, is to define k’ is a direct subclass of 
k to mean that k’ has a designated instance variable of class k and then to define the 
subclass relation to be the transitive closure of the direct subclass relation. A simple 
way to indicate the designated variable is to require that z(k) = k. u for some UEK *. An 
advantage of this approach is that it gives us a canonical coercion from objects of class 
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k’ to objects of class k - we coerce the state of the k’-object into the k-object referenced 
by the designated instance variable. Given (p, e)~Oi”” with r(k)= k. u and 
e=el*ez-..e, (lvl=n-l), the coercion takes (p,e) to (p,e’), where e’=e;*e,-.-e, 
and e; is the object referenced by the first instance variable of er. 
The idea of what we call simple inheritance is that each method name Q has an 
associated class k which owns the method, and also has a string of arguments of 
specified class. The operation is then “inherited” via the coercions determined 
by the subclass relation. Just which arguments are coerced depends on the language. 
Indeed the same argument may be coerced more than once and in more than 
one way during the execution of a method body depending on how it is called 
(what messages are sent to it). What distinguishes imple inheritance from “general 
inheritance” is the lack of overriding - for every method name we have only one 
method body. This obviously means that simple inheritance is a comparatively weak 
construct but it, for example, clearly separates it from other constructs uch as generic 
classes. 
As the following example shows, the oft used example of the inheritance of a moue 
operation for DOT by CDT (Colored-DoTs) can be handled in the framework of simple 
inheritance. 
Example 5.1. Define an operation move : DOT * INT. INT-rVOID such that the execu- 
tion of moue(d, il, i2) produces the graph transformation given in Fig. 5. 
We can regard the class CDT as inheriting from the class DOT, since 
z(CDT) = (DOT * COL). It is easy to see that applying the move operation to an object of 
class CDT though the above coercion will correctly change the state so as to “move” 
the CDT while maintaining its color. What we get is exactly the state transformation 
given in Fig. 6. 
Note that this approach works precisely because we are in an imperative frame- 
work, it depends on the fact that the move operation modifies the state and, in 
particular, it modifies the part of the state corresponding, intuitively, to the “memory 
of the DOT”. If we replaced the move operation by an operation moue’ that did not 
modify the memory of the DOT but instead returned a new DOT with value (x+x’, 
y + y') then this would not “move the CDT”. 
The advantage of defining the direct subclass relation via the form function (k’ Gd k 
iff z(k’)= k* u) is that it provides a canonical, though not necessarily antisymmetric or 
reflexive, subclass relation, < defined as the transitive closure of &. The disadvan- 
tage is that this definition precludes multiple inheritance. For example, while it 
permits us to treat a CDT as a DOT it does not permit us to treat a CDT as a COL 
(COLor). We can partially remedy this situation by defining k’ is a potential subclass of 
k, k’ Gp k, to mean that z (k’) is isomorphic to k. u, z (k’) E k. u, in the category SStrK, of 
strings-of-strings over K, defined in Section 2. For z : K + K * this is the same as saying 
that k occurs in z(k’). In general only a subrelation of <,, will be of practical interest, 
but this is also true of <,,, e.g., we probably do not want to view DOT as a subclass of 
INT. In general though, there may be more than one way to coerce objects of one class 
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into objects of another class and additional structure is needed to eliminate the 
ambiguity. 
The immediate generalization of these ideas to the more general form function 
I : K+(K*)*, by taking l(k’)=(k) x u, is too restrictive. A better generalization is to 
exploit isomorphisms of the form i : I (k’) = ((k) x u) + v of strings-of-strings, to produce 
coercions and define inheritance with respect to specific such coercions. The precise 
description of the coercion goes as follows: By Proposition 2.2, if F: K-Get, then 
F extends to a functor $ from the category, SStr,, of strings-of-strings, into the 
category of sets that preserves products and coproducts. So, in particular, given k, 
~‘EK, u, VE(K *)* and any isomorphism i : 1 (k’) z ((k) x u) + v we have a unique map- 
ping 
I+):J+(k’))+(F(k)xg(u))+F^(v). 
Taking F = 0, for some state p and letting ?&, : 
projection, letting t,: F(v)-+l, we get a functor 
O,,(k) x f(u)+O,(k) be the indicated 
? 1= [&,“,dk l t,] l i(i): c$(t(k’))+O,,(k). 
Combining this with the natural transformation k’-component of (p+ 1) (see Defini- 
tion 3.5) we get a coercion 
i*=i-• (/L+ l)k’ : O,(k’)+O,(k). 
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To indicate what this can do we sketch how stacks-of-integers can inherit arithmetic 
operations. We have z(PSTK) = ( ) (PSTK . INT) z (@NT) +(PSTK) + ( ) = (INT . PSTK) ( ). 
This allows us to coerce a PSTK into an INT. If we had defined PSTK in this manner, as 
inheriting from INT along the isomorphism ~(PSTK) GJ ((INT) x (PSTK)) + ( ), then 
PSTK would inherit all the operations belonging to INT. Inspection of the definition 
of the coercion z’will show that applied to an object S of class PSTK it returns NilpsTK 
if S is NilpsTK or empty and otherwise it returns the object of class INT on the top 
of stack. Thus, for example, given two objects S and S’ of class PSTK execution of 
add(S,S’) would, if both were nonnil and nonempty, result in the top element of 
S being replaced by the sum of the top elements of S and S’, this same sum being 
returned as the result, and that otherwise there would be no state change and NillNT 
would be returned as the result. Speaking very informally, while the operation add 
knows nothing about PSTK (having been defined for INT) it will “send” arguments of 
any class a message to coerce themselves into INT, but then, objects of class of PSTK, 
knowing that they can be coerced into INT along the isomorphism i#, will do so. Note 
that these coercions do not modify the state; they just change which objects from the 
state are being presented to the operation add. Thus, in this example, the operation 
add is presented the top elements of the two PSTK objects, and the end result 
of the operation is a new state in which the top element of S now has, as value, the 
sum of the values of the top elements on the two stacks at the beginning of the 
operation. 
We can, of course, have STAK inherit from PSTK and thus, by transitivity, from INT. 
This will give us some interesting operations. 
Example 5.2. Here are three examples of (providing arguments are evaluated in 
a left-to-right order) that: 
add (pop(S), S) will “form the sum of the top two elements of the stack, remove the 
top element of stack, and return the sum.” 
addtu$rst(pop(S), S) will “form the sum of the top two elements of the stack, remove 
the top element of stack, and return the sum.” 
addtosecond(pop(S), S) will “remove the top two elements of the stack, put their sum 
of the stack and return that sum.” 
The first two examples sound the same but actually return different objects (the first 
returns a new object, the second returns the object that was originally on the top of the 
stack). In the third example the returned object is the object on the top of the stack at 
the end of the computation. Thus any operation applied to this returned object that 
changes its value will, of course, change the value of the top of the stack. 
6. Summary and remarks 
In this paper we have introduced a memory model suitable for object-based and 
object-oriented languages. We started with the notion of a class-basis, essentially 
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a specification for a collection of ground or defined classes that includes the repre- 
sentation of the defined classes but does not include the specification of the operations 
(methods) defined on the classes. We then displayed three equivalent ways to define 
a category, ST,, of states, for each class-basis %? the approaches being based on, 
respectively, categorical, algebraic, and graphical constructs. Given a class-basis %? for 
a set of class names K, we then defined, for each UEK* a category 0: with as objects 
pairs (p, e) where e is a u-tuple of objects from the state p. We then argue that the 
appropriate abstract semantics for an operation (method) that takes a state p and 
a u-tuple of objects from ~1 and, providing it halts, yields a new state p’ and returns 
a w-tuple of objects from ~1’ is what we call an ST,-operation - a partial functor 
F :OG+O,W satisfying an additional condition that captures the intuition that the 
execution of a method preserves objects. While we do not discuss it here, much the 
same approach can be used to model other forms of imperative languages as well. 
We then showed how these ideas and techniques can be used to specify methods 
which have ST,-operations as their semantics. The functorality of the STq-operations 
plays an important role here - essentially it allows us to “localize” the description of 
the state transformation, i.e., in general only part of the state need be considered (or 
modified) in the execution of an operaton. 
Finally we looked at the construct of inheritance taking a very narrow view with the 
aim of separating it from such constructs as generic classes and overloading (including 
overriding). Our aim was to illustrate that the kind of simple inheritance we examined 
is easily understood in the essentially imperative freamework developed earlier. We 
also indicated, by example, some elaborations of the inheritance construct that are 
suggested by this general approach. These examples also suggest hat there remains 
much more to be done to explore even this restricted notion of inheritance. 
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